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Government Soft Landings
Section 3 - Functionality and Effectiveness
3.0 Functionality & Effectiveness (the Social Post Occupancy
Evaluation (POE) measure)
3.1 Overview
The most important aspect of any project brief is the establishment of the key business outcomes required for short, medium and long term.
It is easy for projects to become focussed on the immediate capital expenditure,
focussed on construction as a means of achieving the end result and focussed on
programmed outputs whereas what really matters to the client are the performance
outcomes of the project i.e., how well it meets their business need.

Check, Review and Test
As the project evolves, there may be
pressures to change these objectives:
•
Business case driven
•
Design driven
•
End user requirements
•
Financial
It is essential to constantly refer back
to these objectives as the Guiding
Principles for the project.
Change may be inevitable and
indeed beneficial but change must
be focussed on the needs of the end
product.
Change must be recorded and can
only be permitted through Project
Sponsor approval.

The GSL Champion has a very important role in Functionality and Effectiveness
and in supporting the identification of the requirements for this element of the project.
A well considered and clearly defined Project Brief must capture the required outcomes for Functionality and Effectiveness. All projects must consider Post Occupancy Evaluation and performance studies as part of the brief building.
GSL establishes the need for clearly defined targets, and ownership and rigour
in managing this process. It builds in the need for end user and operator input
through the GSL Champion and supports the concept of key stakeholder engagement, departmental feedback from similar projects and the use of industry benchmarking.
GSL reinforces the value of Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) in assessing the
quality and performance of the finished product; physical assets, ease of operation
and potentially workplace productivity.

The objective of this focus area is to ensure that we provide buildings that have
comfortable, manageable and maintainable environments that are conducive to
occupant productivity. This requires clarity about the proposed operation of the
facility and requirements of those who work in it; permanent, part-time and visitors.
This will vary significantly between departments and projects. The measures may
need to look into the conceptual ideas about work environments; these may stretch
beyond the physical boundaries of the building itself eg the impact of the surrounding environment. Productivity is influenced not only by the asset created but also
by the business management and these factors need to be considered.
Information to inform decisions about Functionality & Effectiveness may come from
a variety of sources including:
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Information Exchange (COBie) in the Asset Information Model.
•

•
•

Pure conceptual brief, developed by the Project Sponsor and the professional team, supported by specialist Consultants as appropriate (generally
Architects, Designers and Space Planners).
Feedback from similar projects/departments.
Engagement with existing employees, when dealing with refurbishment/remodelling projects.

3.2 The Project Stages
3.2.1 Project Stages 0 – Strategy, 1 Brief and 2 Concept
The outputs for this stage might be the following:
•

Significant Factors that influence Functionality and Effectiveness include:
•
•
•
•
•

Comfort: Temperature, Air quality, Lighting, Noise, Control of the foregoing
factors.
Workplace facilities: Meeting rooms, Conference facilities, Desk space,
ITC equipment, Furniture, Remote working capability, Storage.
Amenity: Access and egress, Catering, Washrooms, Cleanliness, Social interaction, Reception/Visitors, Health and Well being
Impression and impact: Effective use of space, Look and Feel, Health and
Safety

On completion of the project, there is the potential to assess the success in delivering the objectives using Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE). One POE is to take
place by the end of Year One, another in Year Two and one in Year Three. Changes in use that affect the performance of the building and project outcomes need
to be monitored by the facilities management team during Operation and must be
part of these evaluations.
The results of the surveys should be used as feedback for the specifying, design
and construction teams via the GSL Champion.

•
•
•

High level performance outcomes identified for the investment and translated into project brief
Opportunities and risks schedule to be generated by the GSL Champion in
conjunction with project team using lessons learnt from previous projects
An occupancy survey that is commissioned by the Project Sponsor and managed by the GSL champion to inform the project brief
Portfolio and existing estates benchmarks
The vision for the operation of the facility. BS 8536:2010 gives recommendations for facility management briefing to ensure that design takes account of
the expected performance of the facility in use.

This information will need to be in a format that is appropriate to be reviewed at
the information exchanges with the client. These objectives need to be reflected in
the procurement strategy and briefing documentation provided to the design and
construction team.

The British Standard: BS 8536: 2010 Facility Management briefing:
Code of Practice can support the development of this part of the requirements.

They should also be fed back into the department and where working with BIM they
are to be identified under the Impacts tab within Construction Operations Building

There is a requirement for a workplace standard of 10 sq m or less per
Full Time Employee in Central Government Departments that have been
newly procured or had a major refurbishment.

3.2.2  Project Stage 3 – Definition
The output for this stage is a brief that supports the final proposals and design solutions within the constraints of the budget and programme. Careful consideration
needs to be given to ensuring that these requirements are looked at as part of the
operational costing and business benefit approach. This should be embedded into
the design brief and procurement requirements.
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The GSL Champion needs to be actively engaged and consulted as part of this to
develop solutions that address the needs and skills of the operators and end users.

and maintenance manuals and seeking to identify any shortcomings that might
impact upon functionality and effectiveness.

A commentary needs to be provided on the proposal to deliver the requird performance outcomes;
• how they were developed,
• what work still needs to be undertaken on them,
• how the effectiveness of the proposals will be assessed after construction.

During this stage the GSL Champion in conjunction with the FM Provider should
seek to identify any corrective actions needed for delivery of the functionality and
effectiveness performance outcomes and raise them with the Project Manager.

Examples of POE reports can be found in the Sci-Network report.
The British Standard: BS ISO 15686-5: 2008. Buildings and constructed assets. Service life planning; life cycle costing.

3.2.3 Project Stages 4 – Design, 5 – Build and Commission
It should be clear how the required performance outcomes have been considered
and delivered by the construction team proposals. Any changes to the original
required outcomes need to be approved by the Project Sponsor. Changes need to
be considered in conjunction with the Facilities Management Plan
There will need to be an interim review to ensure that the outcomes are being addressed, especially as further detailed design elements such as specialist contractor design and value engineering exercises are undertaken. The Project Manager
has the responsibility to continue to manage this process and deal with any changes in conjunction with the GSL Champion and Project Sponsor where needed.
This information needs to be delivered and recorded at BIM Drop 3.

3.2.4 Project Stages 6 - Handover and Close-Out
In conjunction with Project Manager and FM Provider the GSL Champion should
be reviewing operational data from the construction team eg balancing and regulating results, commissioning results, controls testing results, asset data, operating

Post Occupancy Evaluation; an insight into current POE-related
policies and practices by European public authorities to drive sustainable construction and innovation.
Further work to standarise POE for government is under development.
Also see PROBE report and the results of Building Performance
Evaluation funded by the Technology Strategy Board.

3.2.5 Project Stage 7 – Operation and End of Life
During this phase the GSL Champion should be working with the project team and
FM Provider and initially monitoring “aftercare” to “fine tune” the facility and later in
monitoring POE for the first three years after occupation.
The fine tuning is achieved through continued engagement between the designers, constructors and operators to ensure that the operation and maintenance of
the building reflects its actual use. This fine tuning will ensure that the required
performance outcomes are achieved and designed performance is reached as
soon as possible. The speed to reach the planned design performance may in
itself be a target.
The objectives of this phase are based around three key questions:
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• How well does the asset delivered meet the needs of
the end users?
• How well have the project vision and required outcomes
been delivered?
• How has this been supported by the FM plan and operational management?

Review of these objectives will be achieved through using the following information:
• Defined POE objectives, adjusted for all variations arising through the design
and construct phase
• POE plan. This needs to be established before the Operational phase and it
should consider the following:
• Methodology to be used
• Timing
• Reporting Procedures
• People to be consulted e.g., design team, constructors, end users
and managers
• Budget to implement POE
• Identification of external impartial support that can support this process
The POE report will document the findings from the evaluation studies. This will
be signed off by the Project Sponsor as an agreed record for feedback into similar
projects. The reports should be undertaken for up to three years Post Occupancy.
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3.3 Process Map – Functionality and Effectiveness

Functionality & effectiveness

0. Strategy

1. Brief

2. Concept

3.Definition

4. Design

Key decision
Departmental
organisational strategy

Inputs

Briefing
guidance
document &
operational
vision

Portfolio management
strategy

Approve specific
project needs to
determine level of
functionality design
review needed &
confirm approval
procedure

Project sponsor

Arrange
consultation
meeting

1.1 Briefing document

Project manager

Approximate
Project Stage

Data drops

Question to answer

Information
exchange to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer
question)

Stage 0

Stage 0

1

Portfolio
Management

What is the information
management Strategy

BIM Strategy & Standards to be used
across the portfolio

2

What are the portfolioʼs
technical strategies?

(Master Plan) Model information and
representations relating to the
strategies EG for a campus,
distribution of electricity, water, gas,
fuel, waste water, communal heating
& chilling

3

What performance
benchmarks are
available for the
portfolio?

Analyses of existing facilities, using a
standard coding system eg
UNICLASS

Management systems

4

What are the portfolioʼs
performance
objectives?

Extracts of information from the
strategy models

Input Constraints Information
¥
outside site
¥
within site
¥
Asset (Building etc)

5

Have the stakeholdersʼ
needs been captured?

Model information that covers them

Does the concept meet
the stakeholdersʼ
needs?

Model information that conÞrms that
they may be achieved

FacilitiesManagement
management
Facility

BIM deliverables

6

To OGC
Gateway 1
Business
Justification
(for each
option)

1

How are stakeholder
needs captured?

An Òelectronic briefÓ that is in a format
that may be used for automated
validation of proposals

2

Do the concepts being
considered meet them?

Schedule of facilities compared to
electronic brief + electronic 3D
ÒsketchÓ

3

How will BIM be
managed and exploited
in this project?

A contractual BIM implementation
plan for the project defining different
levels of design maturity for each
project phase, who will develop the
content, to what standards, who will
be authorised to use it, for what
purpose, how it will be coordinated,
who will own what and how
information incompatibilities shall be
resolved. This is to include the means
and protocols for the communication
of information between parties. This is
to be reconfirmed for each project
phase below.

4

What is the available
site?

5

What physical
constraints are there on
and around the site?

6

Safety

Existence and current utilisation
parameters available for inclusion in a
model.

What other data is
available about this site
or asset? (From existing
client records)

Validated information from geometric
and attribute databases & FM
systems

What site specific safety
considerations need to
be made?

Safety briefing information contained
in model (EG location of power
cables, gas pipes, filled in basements,
pits etc).
Reference to any existing H&S File or
O&M systems

What is the initial view
of capital cost?

Model of the developmentÕs volumes
Schedule of internal volumes, land,
floor, wall and roof areas or service
runs aligned with generic cost data as
aggregated by the cost estimator
Fabric not normally represented.
Level of detail to be developed

10

What is the initial view
of revenue (FM) cost?

Oriented model that minimises energy
use.
Energy use target or aspiration using
an initial environmental performance
model
Major maintenance and capital
replacement costs identified

11

What is the initial view
of revenue income?

Schedule of (floor) areas by rental
classification

12

How would the
development look on
the site (early stage
visualisation)?

3D Sketch

7

0. Strategy
4. Design

Cost

8

Output Technical Information
¥
outside site
¥
within site
¥
Asset (Building etc)

9

Key decision
Contract
Constructability
ConÞdence and Risk

Inputs

OE plan

Departmental
Approval
Procedure

Work Package
design programme

Final Departmental
organisational strategy
Brief
13

Sign off and
approve

Issue final
brief for
approval

Validation of
Design and
Production
proposals against
the Detailed Brief

Project manager

Consult and
inform any
variance

Consultant design
team develop
Detailed Design
solution

Question to answer

1

Information drop to answer
question

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
developed to
Design for the project setting:
demonstrate detailed
¥
detailed form, function,
proposals for:
cost plan
- Coordinated design ¥
defining all
intentions
components in terms of overall
size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.
¥
primary geometry
frozen
¥
integration of standard
systems
¥
builders work strategy
- Site layout
for significant interfaces
¥
room Information
sheets
¥
energy use
¥
carbon use (embodied
and in use)

-

Planning & spatial
arrangements

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Approximate
Project
Phase

Question to answer

UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail:
200

Stage 3

Zones allocated to demonstrate
adequate space for coordination,
including building services.

OGC
2
Gateway 3B
Detailed
Design
Approval

1

Information drop to answer
question

Levels 2 & 3 where such rules have
been developed

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
coordinated at a
Design for the project setting:
component and building ¥
detailed form,
element level of detail? function, cost plan
¥
defining all
components in terms of
overall size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.

A detailed model including both
geometry and specification information
and detailed 2D drawings generated
from it.
UK equivalent of AIA Level of
development: 300

3

Does the design meet
statutory standards?

BIM deliverables

Develoment model superimposed upon
3D laser survey model viewable from a
range of pre-agreed perspectives.
2D general arrangement drawings,
plans, cross sections and elevations,
produced from the model.

4

Schedule of facilities produced from
the model.

Is the design safe to
construct?

5

Structural information in the model.
Envelope information in the model.
Generic services and control systems
sizing / capacity information included in
the model.
Schematics referenced.
Elevation treatment

Optimised construction sequence and
programme information developed in
the model.

-

Construction
systems

-

Environmental
systems

Clash prevention confirmation
simulations for
- Services & structure including
profiles, basic specifications &
tolerances
- Access routes
Lifting operations

Management systems

See 1 above
Model with sufficient information to
¥
energy use
demonstrate a compliant design.
¥
carbon use (embodied Simulations of:
and in use)
- energy use during life and related
carbon use calculations
- acoustics and PAVA performance
- fire & smoke modelling and
evacuation
- vehicle and people movement
capacities

Input Constraints Information
¥
outside site
¥
within site
¥ design
Asset
(Building
etc)construction sequence
Detailed
and
Model includes
construction programme
Detailed construction
methodology
Health and safety risk
management

Safety

Rendered model information of the
required elevations.

-

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Data drops

Use of rule based autogeneration of objects

FacilitiesManagement
management
Facility

Survey of site,
Point cloud data processed to form 3D
site model.
High definition photography overlay on
3D survey.

Is the design safe to
use?

Approximate
Project
Phase

Question to answer

Stage 3
1
under MOJ
Procurement
decision

Is the information
presentable so as to
obtain statutory
approvals?

2
OGC
Gateway 3C:
Detailed
Design
Approval

5

6

7

Will the development
meet the flow rate
requirements?

People, fluid and or traffic flow model
and simulation Ð spreadsheet based

15

How will logistics
requirements be met?

Outline simulation model of people
and material flow capacity for the
construction phase

16

How will security
requirements be met?

Outline simulation model of people
and material flow capacity for the
required security level during
construction
Ð spreadsheet based

8

Approve specific
project needs to
determine level of
functionality design
review needed &
confirm approval
procedure

Issue updated
brief for
approval and
validation
Design /
Production
statement

Approve
any
variance

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Is there sufficient site
information available to
achieve a reliable
tender?

Cost

Health and safety risk
management
Information drop to answer

and identifies working at height and
edge protection.

What site information is
to be provided?

Site constraints:
geo-spacial, resources,
community, available site
Information

What will be the generic Project Performance
services philosophy
requirements: priorities and
(passive / natural
aspirations, describing
ventilation / %
acceptance criteria for
renewable energy etc)
¥
function
¥
mix of uses
How will design and
¥
scale
material quality be
¥
location
defined?
¥
quality
¥
cost( Capex & Opex)
¥
value
¥
time
¥
health & safety
¥
carbon (embodied
and in use)
¥
energy and resource
needs
standard designs

The survey and associated constraints
parametric data from earlier stage

Risk management plan
Co-ordinated Developed
frozen
Output Information

confidence level 85 to 90%
Constructability

Approximate
Project Stage

Question to answer

Stage 0

1

Portfolio
Management

What is the information
management Strategy

2

What are the portfolioʼs
technical strategies?

3

What performance
benchmarks are
available for the
portfolio?

4

What are the portfolioʼs
performance
objectives?

5
6

Have the stakeholdersʼ
needs been captured?
Does the concept meet
the stakeholdersʼ
needs?

Approximate
Question
Information
BIM deliverable (to answer
exchange to answer
question)
Project
question

to answer

Phases

BIM Strategy & Standards to be used

Stage
4 the portfolio
1
across

(Master Plan) Model information and
representations relating to the
strategies EG for a campus,
distribution of electricity, water, gas,
fuel, waste water, communal heating
& chilling

Are there any specific
FM requirements?

How will whole life cost
be assessed?

How will the outline
planning application
information be
generated?

Management systems for
information and decision
making

2 facilities, using a
Analyses of existing
standard coding system eg
UNICLASS

Specific element design and
specification

3
Extracts of information
from the
strategy models

Updated Capex, Opex, Carbon
use.

4
Model information that covers them

Maintenance:
cost
4 detailed
What is
the available
site?
plan NRM3

Model information that conÞrms that
they may be achieved
5

5

What physical
constraints are there on
detailed
and design
around the site?

Programme:
and construction
6

6

What services
constraints (water /
Detailed construction
drainage / electricity)
methodology
exist?

3D Òwalk throughÓ for stakeholder
assessment.

8 Level of risk?

client records)

Risk management
plan
8
What site specific safety
considerations need to
be made?

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

2D CAD based
3D model based on laser scan survey
(optionally including high definition
photographic overlay).

9

10

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

What is the Concept
Design?

Integrated concept for the
Rendered block diagram in site
project setting scope, scale,
context including significant
form and primary design
equipment layout, generally to UK
criteria
equivalent of AIA*Level of
¥
architectural form and Development: 100
spacial arrangements
¥
structural/civil
philosophy and spacial
arrangements, technical
strategy studies
services philosophy and
spacial arrangements,
technical strategy studies

Generic services philosophy recorded

Any metrics that are defined in the
brief that could be obtained from the
model.
ManufacturersÕ model information for
mandated products (if any) - minimal
data for cost, volumetric information,
part codes, and relevant performance
parameters)

2

3

Project Performance
Model information conforming to BS
requirements: priorities and
ISO 15686 and BSI PD 156865 to an
aspirations, describing
agreed level of precision
acceptance criteria for
¥
cost( Capex & Opex)
¥
carbon (embodied
and in use)
¥
energy and resource
needs
¥
value

What format shall the
Management systems for
information be delivered information and decision
to the client in?
making

1

OGC
Gateway 3A
Design Brief
& Concept
Approval

Briefing
guidance
document &
operational
vision

Early stage simulations, calculations
and costs

See 1 above

Structural design sufficient for
simulation modelling for loads,
including wind + simulation models &
reports
Size and weight information in model
Temporary construction loads
assessed

validation of proposals

A contractual BIM implementation
plan for the project defining different
levels of design maturity for each
project phase, who will develop the
content, to what standards, who will
be authorised to use it, for what
purpose, how it will be coordinated,
who will own what and how
information incompatibilities shall be
resolved. This is to include the means
and protocols for the communication
of information between parties. This is
to be reconfirmed for each project
phase below.
3D laser and / or radar survey
generated solid model and CDF Grid
including ground conditions and
existing structures. (May be existing
information from a reliable BIM or GIS
source).
Google maps / OS Maps

3

Model of the developmentÕs volumes
Schedule of internal volumes, land,
floor, wall and roof areas or service
runs aligned with generic cost data as
aggregated by the cost estimator
Fabric not normally represented.
Level of detail to be developed

What is the initial view
of revenue (FM) cost?

Oriented model that minimises energy
use.
Energy use target or aspiration using
an initial environmental performance
model
Major maintenance and capital
replacement costs identified

A model with separate layers for
structure and services compliant with
specified Standards.
Ability to provide 3D Òwalk throughÓ
presentation from the primary model.
Schedule of facilities included within
the development.
Generic simulation results for the
services philosophy and schedules
demonstrating that the brief will be
met by the resulting development.

12 How will any client
specific performance
needs be met?

See 1 above

13 How will special
presentation needs be
met (EG to
stakeholders and
approvers)?

Management systems for
information and decision
making refined
Approval policies updated

15 Has the delivery
schedule been
validated?

Outline design and
construction programme

Time attributes associated with the
assembly sequence as planned in the
model

See 1 above
¥
incorporation of
standard systems

Concession request

High level simulation models and
reports.

16 Are there any
deviations from the
brief or proposals to
improve it EG with
respect to the use of
client standard BIM
objects?

Can the ClientÕs
BREEAM or LEED
objectives be met?

Has the concept been ¥
logistics philosophy
designed for efficient
¥
incorporation of
manufacture and
standard systems
assembly?
Outline design and
How easy is it to build? construction programme

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 1

Question
Approximate
to answer Question
Information
to answer
drop to answer
Information
BIM deliverable
drop to answer
(to answer
BIMquestion)
deliverable (to answer
Project
question
question
question)
Phases
1

To OGC
Gateway 2
Procuremen
2
t Strategy

3

4

What
Stage
information
5
1 do
Feedback from previousComplete
Extracts
Fabrication
from the
and
BIM Strategy &
facilities managers need projects updated: capitalmanufacturing
Standards
details,
to be used across the
to manage the soft &
cost, maintenance cost, verification,
time, portfolio
operation and
hard utilities?
health & safety,
maintenance.
What site information is
to be provided? 2

Site constraints:
The survey and associated constraints
geo-spacial, resources, Updated
parametric
data and
from earlier stage
Capex,Opex,
community, available site
Carbon.
Information
3
Maintenance: detailed cost
What will be the generic Project Performance plan NRM3
Generic services philosophy recorded
services philosophy
requirements: priorities and
(passive / natural
aspirations, describing
4
Programme: detailed design
ventilation / %
acceptance criteria for
and construction
renewable energy etc)
¥
function
Any metrics that are defined in the
¥
mix of uses
brief that could be obtained from the
How will design and
¥
scale
model.
5
Detailed
construction
material quality be
¥
location
ManufacturersÕ model information for
methodology
defined?
¥
quality
mandated products (if any) - minimal
¥
cost( Capex & Opex) data for cost, volumetric information,
7
Level of confidence in
Confidence 95 to 98%,
¥
value
part codes, and relevant performance
information?
margin ± 2 to 5%
¥
time
parameters)
8

5

6

Level¥of risk? health & safety Risk management plan
¥
carbon (embodied
and in use)
¥
energy and resource
needs
standard designs

Are there any specific
FM requirements?

How will whole life cost
be assessed?

Project Performance
requirements: priorities and
aspirations, describing
acceptance criteria for
¥
function
¥
mix of uses
Project Performance
Model information conforming to BS
requirements: priorities and
ISO 15686 and BSI PD 156865 to an
aspirations, describing
agreed level of precision
acceptance criteria for
¥
cost( Capex & Opex)
¥
carbon (embodied
and in use)

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 2

1

OGC
Gateway 3A
Design Brief
& Concept
Approval

2

3

Information drop to answer
question

What is the Concept
Design?

Integrated concept for the
Rendered
Stage 6block diagram
1 Does
in site
the facility meet the
project setting scope, scale,
context including significant
brief?
form and primary design
equipment
OGC layout, generally to UK
criteria
equivalent
Gateway
of4AIA*Level of
¥
architectural form and Development: 100
spacial arrangements
¥
structural/civil
philosophy and spacial
arrangements, technical
2 What changes have
strategy studies
been incorporated?
services philosophy and
spacial arrangements,
3 What has been built?
technical strategy studies

Does the designÕs
performance meet the
portfolioÕs
requirements?

What is the outline
proposal for structural
design?

Integrated concept for the
project setting scope, scale,
form and primary design
criteria
¥
commissioning
philosophy
¥
preliminary
assessment of energy use
and carbon (embodied and in
use)
NRM1 capital cost plan
NRM3 maintenance cost plan
See 1 above

BIMApproximate
deliverable (to answer
Question
question)
to answer
Project
Phases

Early stage simulations, calculations
and costs
4

What is the basis for a
valuation?

5

How does a specific
product / element
perform?

6

How will the facility be
operated?

7 How is the facility to be
maintained?
Structural design sufficient for
simulation modelling for loads,
8 What is the relevant
including wind + simulation models &
Health and Safety
reports
information?
Size and weight information in model
Temporary construction loads
assessed

4

What are the output
requirements from
services systems?

See 1 above

Zoning of services sufficient for first
iteration of spatial requirement

5

Can the services and
structure be combined
within the Concept

See 1 above

Combined model to demonstrate the
first iteration of coordination

Optimised construction sequence and
programme information developed in
the model.

-

Construction
systems

-

Environmental
systems

Clash prevention confirmation
simulations for
- Services & structure including
profiles, basic specifications &
tolerances
- Access routes
Lifting operations

Final
approved
Brief

Buildability

Is the cost plan robust
(firm)?

5

Levels 2 & 3 where such rules have
been developed
A detailed model including both
geometry and specification information
and detailed 2D drawings generated
from it.
UK equivalent of AIA Level of
development: 300

Is the design safe to
construct?

Approximate
Project
Phases

2

Stage 4

See 1 above
Model with sufficient information to
¥
energy use
demonstrate a compliant design.
¥
carbon use (embodied Simulations of:
and in use)
- energy use during life and related
carbon use calculations
- acoustics and PAVA performance
- fire & smoke modelling and
evacuation
- vehicle and people movement
capacities
Detailed design and
construction programme
Detailed construction
methodology
Health and safety risk
management

Model includes construction sequence
and identifies working at height and
edge protection.

Health and safety risk
management

3D Òwalk throughÓ for stakeholder
assessment.

Quantity take off from BIM
Schedule assumptions based on build
sequence used in BIM.
Evidence that results of virtual and/or
real prototyping of innovative and
complex elements of the design have
been incorporated into the BIM.

Detailed design and
construction programme
Health and safety risk
management
Risk management plan

Sensitivity analysis, varying aspects
identified as high risk in the project risk
register.

Is the cash flow
forecast reliable?

4

Will the development
See 1 above
perform as specified by NRM3 maintenance cost plan
clientÕs requirements,
including design,
construction and
operational budgets?

Model based simulations as
appropriate, demonstrating with 95%
confidence that the development will
perform as required (taking into
account the levels of predictability
achieved in the past from similar
simulations).

5

Have lessons learnt
from prior projects
been acted upon?

Incorporation of model objects from
prior projects

See 1 above

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Stage 3
1
under MOJ
Procurement
decision

Is the information
presentable so as to
obtain statutory
approvals?

Approval policies

To be developed Ð Refer to the
ÒPlanning PortalÓ project?

2

Is there sufficient site
information available to
achieve a reliable
tender?

Risk management plan
Co-ordinated Developed
Design for the project
¥
primary geometry
frozen
Output Information
confidence level 85 to 90%

2D CAD based
3D model based on laser scan survey
(optionally including high definition
photographic overlay).

3

Is there sufficient design Output Information
information to get a
confidence level 85 to 90%
reliable tender (model,
drawings, specifications,
schedules, room data,
bills of quantities,
finishes, walk through
etc)?

Model with both geometric,
specification and performance data,
with confirmation of the absence of
clashes between building, structure
and services.
Generally UK equivalent of AIA Level
of Development: 300

4

Does the design meet
the FMÕs needs EG
access, adaptability,
cost, information on the
basis of design,
accommodation etc.?

Model sourced information that
responds to the FMÕs questions, as
appropriate

5

Is there a means of
Management systems for
controlling distribution of information and decision
documents?
making

Finished
(as-built)
product

NRM2 procurement pricing
schedule
Detailed construction
methodology
Health and safety risk
management

Is the design safe to
use?

Approximate
Project
Phase

OGC
Gateway 3C:
Detailed
Design
Approval

3

Definition of how the nominated
supplier shall communicate and obtain
responses from the client.

Information drop to answer
question
Integrated production
information enabling the
production of manufacturing
and installation information for
construction.

2

Specific element design and
specification

3

Updated Capex, Opex, Carbon
use.

4

Maintenance: detailed cost
plan NRM3

5

Programme: detailed design
and construction

BIM deliverable (to answ

Detailed construction
methodology

7 Level of confidence in Confidence 90 to 95%, margin
information?
± 5 to 10%
8 Level of risk?

POE Plan (including methods,
Assessor to
Departmental
timing, reporting procedures,Approvalundertake Work Package
consult / inform matrix) Procedurethe POEdesign programme
Co-ordinated Developed
Design for the project
setting:
¥
detailed form,
function, cost plan
¥
room Information
sheets
¥
energy use
¥
carbon use
(embodied and in use)
¥
NRM3 maintenance cost
plan

Question to answer

1

6

4. Design
Risk management plan

Final
Brief

Sign off and
approve
Sign off and
approve

Liaison with consultant and
contractors designed as
part of POE plan

Sign off and approve:
• Project brief (inc. any
• Design & Production (
Project Brief)

Consultant design
team develop
Detailed Design
solution

Feedback
Loop

Consultant/Contractor consult
and inform

Commentary to bePOE
provided
POE Year Note:
1
Year 2on proposals, how theyPOE Year 3
were developed, work still to be undertaken on them, and
how effectiveness will be assessed post completion.
Exact timings, dates & frequency are dictated by the POE Plan

1.3 POE plan

Time attributes associated with the
assembly sequence as planned in the
model

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
coordinated at a
Design for the project setting:
component and building ¥
detailed form,
element level of detail? function, cost plan
¥
defining all
components in terms of
overall size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.
Does the design meet
statutory standards?

Note: Any parallel or ensuing contracts (e.g. ITC,
Equipment, Fit Out) will also need to work to this process
to ensure content validation against Project Brief

There is the
option for
the project
Manager to
continue as
Assign responsibilities
Issue upd
lead through
to conduct POE surveys
Validation of
brief fo
Interim
IssueConsult
final and
in-usemeetings and
against POE plan
Design and
approval
assessments
brief forinform
evaluations to finalise
Production
validatio
the Brief
approval
(which would
proposals against
Design
Consult and
Approve
have been
the Detailed Brief
Product
inform any
any
approved and
stateme
variance
variance
signed off at
Stage 2)
1. Optimisation
Activate and
Produce final
Consultation with Soft
2. Performance report - delivery of the Brief
manage the
close out
Landings Champion
POE Plan
report
End user requirements
input into the
Final Brief
Manage
variation procedures (to support any post
All Contractor Design and / or Value Engineering
completion improvement / optimisation requirements
to be validated against the Project Brief
that sit outside of contractual obligations

Develop POE
Plan aligned
with Detailed
Brief

Outline design and
construction programme

4

Information drop to answer
question

Use of rule based autogeneration of objects

Develoment model superimposed upon
3D laser survey model viewable from a
range of pre-agreed perspectives.
2D general arrangement drawings,
plans, cross sections and elevations,
produced from the model.
Schedule of facilities produced from
the model.

This will have been
determined in the
POE plan to agree
how to process
any ‘variance’ from
objective which
may require further
project capital
intervention

15 Has the delivery
schedule been
validated?

3

High definition photography overlay on
3D survey.

Elevation treatment

1.3 POE plan

Information
9 What
drop to
is answer
the preliminary
BIM deliverable
NRM1 capital
(to answer
cost plan
question) Schedule of capital costs based upon
question cost estimate?
NRM3 maintenance cost plan aggregated quantity and rate take off
from the model and an associated
schedule of assumptions.
As constructed systems,
3D model
Whole life cost assessment based
operation and maintenance. Test & commissioning attribute
upon this plus in use simulation
Updated Òin useÓ
information
results and documented maintenance
performance:
Performance simulations
assumptions. (As per BS)
¥
Opex
Room / other schedules
¥
10
Energy
How shall the facility
(Life cycle
updated:
carbon
capital
assessment)
cost,
Recommendations based upon an
¥
Carbon
be procured?
(Life cycle
maintenance
cost assessment)
cost, time,
analysis of the model and associated
health & safety, risk,
cost assessments
procurement contract
Change management
Traceability information (configuration
11 How will the outlinemanagement)
Management systems for
A model with separate layers for
proposals be
information and decision
structure and services compliant with
See 1 above
As built model
communicated to the
making refined
specified Standards.
Remedial works, handover
Positional accuracy attribute
client?
Ability to provide 3D Òwalk throughÓ
and maintenance
information
presentation from the primary model.
programme
3D laser or radar survey generated
Schedule of facilities included within
model information
the development.
Approximate final account
Schedule of quantities & cost build up.Generic simulation results for the
services philosophy and schedules
Asset NRM3 cost plan
demonstrating that the brief will be
Object test result & date attribute
met by the resulting development.
information*
12 How will any client
See 1 above
Model based simulations as
specific performance
appropriate.
O & M information
Associated operation attribute
needs be met?
information*
13 How will special
Management systems for
Combination of the model plus survey,
Detailed maintenance
Associated maintenance attribute
presentation needs be information and decision
photographic, rendition and time
methodolgy
information*
met (EG to
making refined
sequenced information as specified by
stakeholders and
Approval policies updated
the client.
As constructed
Health and
Associated H&S attribute information*
approvers)?
safety documentation
14 Is the cost plan and
Output Information confidence Model containing architecture plus
cash flow forecast
level 75 to 80%
cost and time sequence information.
to FM
system
reliable and the risk*for transfer
Feedback
from
previous
allowance reasonable? projects updated: capital cost,
maintenance cost, time,
health & safety, risk,
procurement contract.

1

Survey of site,
Point cloud data processed to form 3D
site model.

-

-

Assign roles and
responsibilities to
develop the brief

Question to answer

OGC
2
Gateway 3B
Detailed
Design
Approval

Generic services and control systems
sizing / capacity information included in
the model.
Schematics referenced.

Occupancy
Survey

1

Question to answer

Stage 3

Zones allocated to demonstrate
adequate space for coordination,
including building services.

Contractor
Design solution
/ specification

7. Operation
3.Definition
& End of Life

Modularisation strategy evident in the
model.
Build sequence recorded in the model.
Critical elements of the model
designed in detail.
Critical logistics routes verified in the
model.

Alignment to ensure POE will provide
measures against Project objectives

Approximate
Project
Phase

UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail:
200

Structural information in the model.
Envelope information in the model.

See 1 above

1.2 Detailed Brief

Planning & spatial
arrangements

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Rendered model information of the
required elevations.

2

End User
requirements input
into the Detailed
Brief

Information drop to answer
question

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
developed to
Design for the project setting:
demonstrate detailed
¥
detailed form, function,
proposals for:
cost plan
- Coordinated design ¥
defining all
intentions
components in terms of overall
size, typical detail,
performance and outline
specification.
¥
primary geometry
frozen
¥
integration of standard
systems
¥
builders work strategy
- Site layout
for significant interfaces
¥
room Information
sheets
¥
energy use
¥
carbon use (embodied
and in use)

-

14 Is the cost plan and
Output Information confidence Model containing architecture plus
cash flow forecast
level 75 to 80%
cost and time sequence information.
reliable and the risk
Feedback from previous
allowance reasonable? projects updated: capital cost,
maintenance cost, time,
health & safety, risk,
procurement contract.

Combined model to demonstrate the
first iteration of coordination

8

Question to answer

1

OGC
Gateway Intermediate
point
between 3A
and 3B

Combination of the model plus survey,
photographic, rendition and time
sequenced information as specified by
the client.

Zoning of services sufficient for first
iteration of spatial requirement

7

Stage 3

Model based simulations as
appropriate.

See 1 above

Can Building
See 1 above
Regulations Part L and
Energy Performance
Certificate
Requirements be met?

Approximate
Project
Phases

Consultant team
(Design & Cost)

Validated information from geometric
and attribute databases & FM
systems

What is the initial view
of capital cost?

Recommendations based upon an
analysis of the model and associated
cost assessments

Management systems for
information and decision
making refined

See 1 above

Commission
Occupancy
Survey (if
required)

Existence and current utilisation
parameters available for inclusion in a
model.

Safety briefing information contained
in model (EG location of power
cables, gas pipes, filled in basements,
pits etc).
Reference to any existing H&S File or
O&M systems

updated: capital cost,
maintenance cost, time,
health & safety, risk,
procurement contract

11 How will the outline
proposals be
communicated to the
client?

Can the services and
structure be combined
within the Concept
Design within the 3D
volumes available?

Take Outline Brief and
produce a Detailed
Brief to take to Design
Development

Communicate
and embed in
consultant briefs

10 How shall the facility
be procured?

Approve
any
variance

All Contractor Design and / or Value Engineering
to be validated against the Project Brief

Note: Commentary to be provided on proposals, how they
were developed, work still to be undertaken on them, and
how effectiveness will be assessed post completion.

Schedule of capital costs based upon
aggregated quantity and rate take off
from the model and an associated
schedule of assumptions.
Whole life cost assessment based
upon this plus in use simulation
results and documented maintenance
assumptions. (As per BS)

What are the output
requirements from
services systems?

Sign off and
approve the
brief
Project specific
/ SMART
objectives

Finalise brief
(including
financial
appraisal)

What is the preliminary NRM1 capital cost plan
cost estimate?
NRM3 maintenance cost plan

6. Handover
2. Concept& Close-Out

1.1 Briefing document

1.1 Briefing document

Schedule of facilities compared to
electronic brief + electronic 3D
ÒsketchÓ

9

5

Drawings, renditions and reports
generated from model.

Arrange
consultation
meeting

What is the outline
proposal for structural
design?

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Integrated concept for the
project setting scope, scale,
form and primary design
criteria
¥
commissioning
philosophy
¥
preliminary
assessment of energy use
and carbon (embodied and in
use)
NRM1 capital cost plan
NRM3 maintenance cost plan

Consult and
inform any
variance

Issue upd
brief fo
approval
validatio
Design
Product
stateme

Consultation with GSL
Champion
End user requirements
input into the Final Brief

1.3 POE plan

4

6

Model information compliant with the
clientÕs technical standards
or BS1192, BS7000:1, BS8451 (or
equivalent)
or IFC or proprietary format(s))
Using classification codes for building
objects as specified or using
UNICLASS to UK equivalent of
AIA*Level of Development: 100

Does the designÕs
performance meet the
portfolioÕs
requirements?

Assign responsibilities
to conduct POE surveys
against POE plan

Consultant design
team develop
Detailed Design
solution

Alignment to ensure POE will provide
measures against Project objectives

Conceptual Design
input e.g. Architect /
Workspace Planner

Information 1drop toHow
answer
BIM deliverable (to answer
question)
are stakeholder
An Òelectronic
briefÓ that is in a format
question
needs captured?
that may be used for automated

and installation information for
in this project?
construction.

Stage 2

Project Performance
requirements: priorities and
aspirations, describing
acceptance criteria for
¥
function
¥
mix of uses

Note: This
process is
repeated for
all design
packages
throughout
the
Occupier and building
Installation
functionality issues
phase

Stage 0

To OGC
Gateway 1
2
Do the concepts being
Integrated production
Business
considered meet them?
Justification
information enabling the
(for
each
production
of
3 manufacturing
How will BIM be
option)
managed and exploited

Approximate
Project
Phases

5. Build
1. Brief
& Commission

Feedback loops and
industry benchmarks

Contractor
Design solution
/ specification

What other data is
7 Level of confidence in Confidence 790 to 95%,
margin
available about this site
information?
± 5 to 10%
or asset? (From existing

question
Output
Technical Information
¥Approval policies
outside siteTo be developed Ð Refer to the
¥
within site ÒPlanning PortalÓ project?
¥
Asset (Building etc)
Design for the project
Contract
¥
primary geometry

2

1

What information do
Feedback from previous
Extracts from the BIM Strategy &
facilities managers need projects updated: capital
Standards to be used across the
to manage the soft &
cost, maintenance cost, time, portfolio
hard utilities?
health & safety,

Assign PM to
manage

Note: Any parallel or ensuing contracts (e.g. ITC,
Equipment, Fit Out) will also need to work to this process
to ensure content validation against Project Brief

Ouputs

OGC
Gateway Intermediate
point
between 3A
and 3B

1.2 Detailed Brief

All Contractor Design and / or Value Engineering
to be validated against the Project Brief

Note: Commentary to be provided on proposals, how they
were developed, work still to be undertaken on them, and
how effectiveness will be assessed post completion.

Stage 3

4

Portfolio management
strategy

GSL champion

Other

Approximate
Project
Phases

3

3D solid model overlay onto photo
rendition

14

Assign responsibilities
to conduct POE surveys
against POE plan

Question to answer

1

To OGC
Gateway 2
Procuremen
2
t Strategy

High definition photo rendition of 3D
laser survey.

Consultation with GSL
Champion
End user requirements
input into the Final Brief

Stage 1

Sign off and approve:
• Project brief (inc. any variations)
• Design & Production (to meet the
Project Brief)

Project sponsor

rim meetings and
ssments to finalise
the Brief

How would
development control
authorities be convinced
of the strengths of the
development?

Approximate
Project
Phases

Final
Brief

Sign off and approve:
• Project brief (inc. any
• Design & Production (
Project Brief)

Validation of
Design and
Production
proposals against
the Detailed Brief

Issue final
brief for
approval

Consultant team
(Design & Cost)

3D laser and / or radar survey
generated solid model and CDF Grid
including ground conditions and
existing structures. (May be existing
information from a reliable BIM or GIS
source).
Google maps / OS Maps

What services
constraints (water /
drainage / electricity)
exist?

Develop POE
Plan aligned
with Detailed
Brief

Occupancy
Survey

1.1 Briefing document

Ouputs

Interim meetings and
assessments to finalise
the Brief

End User
requirements input
into the Detailed
Brief

Conceptual Design
input e.g. Architect /
Workspace Planner

Other

3.Definition

Assign roles and
responsibilities to
develop the brief

Commission
Occupancy
Survey (if
required)

Occupier and building
functionality issues

GSL champion

Take Outline Brief and
produce a Detailed
Brief to take to Design
Development

Communicate
and embed in
consultant briefs

Work Package
design programme

Sign off and
approve

Sign off and
approve the
brief
Project specific
/ SMART
objectives

Finalise brief
(including
financial
appraisal)

Assign PM to
manage
Feedback loops and
industry benchmarks

Departmental
Approval
Procedure

1.3 POE plan

4

Approximate
Project
Phases
Stage 3
OGC
Gateway Intermediate
point
between 3A
and 3B

Question to answer

1

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Approximate
Project
Phase

Is the design
Co-ordinated Developed
UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail:
3
Approximate
Question
to answer
Information drop toStage
answer
developed to
Design for the project
setting:
200
question
demonstrateProject
detailed Phases
¥
detailed form, function,
OGC
proposals for:
cost plan
Gateway 3B
Stage
7 ¥
1 Initial
period aftercare:
In use performance
- Coordinated
design
defining
all
Zones allocated to demonstrate
intentions
components in terms
of overall adequate
space for coordination,
Are systems
working?
compared againstDetailed
Project
Design
size, typical detail,
including building services.
Brief
Approval
performance and outline
Updated NRM3
specification.
¥
primary geometry
maintenance asset specific
frozen
cost plan
¥
integration of standard Survey of site,
systems
Point cloud data processed to form 3D
¥
builders work strategy site model.
- Site layout
for significant interfaces
¥
room Information
High definition photography overlay on
3 Years 1-3 aftercare:
See 1 above
sheets
3D survey.
¥
energy Are
use systems working and are
¥
carbon the
use (embodied
stakeholdersÕ needs
and in use)
Develoment model superimposed upon
satisfied?
3D laser survey model viewable from a
range of pre-agreed perspectives.
2D general arrangement drawings,
plans, cross sections and elevations,
- Planning & spatial
produced from the model.
arrangements
Schedule of facilities produced
4
See 1from
above
the model.

5

Rendered model information of the
Project process
required elevations.

¥
¥

risk
procurement

Generic services and control systems
sizing / capacity information included in
the model.
Schematics referenced.
-

Elevation treatment

Optimised construction sequence and
programme information developed in
the model.

-

Construction
systems

-

Environmental
systems

Clash prevention confirmation
simulations for
- Services & structure including
profiles, basic specifications &
tolerances
- Access routes
Lifting operations

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

5

Levels 2 & 3 where such rules have
been developed

Approximate
Project
Phases

Information drop to answer
question

2

Specific element design and
specification

3

Updated Capex, Opex, Carbon
use.

4

Maintenance: detailed cost
plan NRM3

evacuation
- vehicle and people movement
capacities

5

Programme: detailed design
and construction

4 Is the design
safe made
to
Detailed
Tracked
changes
by clientdesign and
construct? management
construction
programme
(configuration
of
Detailed construction
model(s))
methodology

Model includes construction sequence
and identifies working at height and
edge protection.

6

Detailed construction
methodology

5

3D Òwalk throughÓ for stakeholder
assessment.

Co-ordinated Developed

A detailed model including both

components in terms of
overall size, typical detail,
performance and outline

development: 300

See 1 above

Model with sufficient information to

Metered consumption ofspecification.
energy,
water etc.
3

Does the design meet

statutory
standards?
¥
energy use
demonstrate a compliant design.
Inputs
to the
building operational
carbon use (embodied Simulations of:
performance evaluation ¥(BOPE)
and in data
use)
- energy use during life and related
Ð specifications (from COBie
carbon use calculations
set) + inclusion of soft user
- acoustics and PAVA performance
perception ratings (comfort etc)
- fire & smoke modelling and

Metered consumption of energy,
water etc.

7 Level of confidence in Confidence 90 to 95%, margin
information?
± 5 to 10%

Health and safety risk
management

Is the design safe to
use?

Health and safety risk
management

Question to answer

Information drop to answer
question

BIM deliverable (to answer question)

Stage 3
1
under MOJ
Procurement
decision

Is the information
presentable so as to
obtain statutory
approvals?

Approval policies

To be developed Ð Refer to the
ÒPlanning PortalÓ project?

Is there sufficient site
information available to
achieve a reliable
tender?

Risk management plan
Co-ordinated Developed
Design for the project
¥
primary geometry
frozen
Output Information
confidence level 85 to 90%

2D CAD based
3D model based on laser scan survey
(optionally including high definition
photographic overlay).

2

Stage 4

Question to answer

Integrated production
information enabling the
production of manufacturing
and installation information for
construction.

Is the design

Approximate
Project
Phase

OGC
Gateway 3C:
Detailed
Design
Approval

2n

Note: Any parallel or ensuing contracts (e.g. ITC,
Equipment, Fit Out) will also need to work to this process
to ensure content validation against Project Brief

1

2

Inputs
to the building
operational
coordinated
at a
Design for the project setting: geometry and specification information
performance
evaluation
component and
building ¥(BOPE):
detailed form,
and detailed 2D drawings generated
element level (from
of detail?
function,
from it.
specifications
COBie
datacost plan
UK equivalent of AIA Level of
set) compared to actual ¥valuesdefining all

feedback:

Structural information in the model.
Envelope information in¥the model.information

management

Question to answer

1 Use
of rule based
BIM
deliverable
(toautoanswer
generation of objects
question)

Contractor
Design solution
/ specification

8 Level of risk?

Risk management plan

BIM deliverable (to answ

Government Soft Landings Section 3 - Functionality and Effectiveness

3.4 Developing the Project Brief
Below is a list of useful information that may be referred to in developing the project
brief. This is not an exhaustive or exclusive list:
Design Council: http://www.designcouncil.org.uk/ with specific links into Design
Council Cabe (Creating Excellent Buildings). Guidance is provided here on design
development.http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118095356/http:/
www.cabe.org.uk/publications/creating-excellent-buildings
Design Quality Indicators, managed by the Construction Industry Council; http://
www.dqi.org.uk/website/default.aspa . This is a structured process aimed at clarifying stakeholders needs through looking at the areas of functionality, build quality
and impact. It is designed to ensure that these areas are reviewed and delivered
through the design process.
Usable Buildings Trust http://www.usablebuildings.co.uk revisiting work originally
undertaken by the PROBE Team at building effectiveness; http://www.usablebuildings.co.uk (Probe).
BS 8536: 2010 - Facility management briefing, code of practice. This standard gives recommendations for facility management briefing to ensure that design
takes account of the expected performance of the facility in use.
BS 12973: 2000 – Value Management. This standard provides a guide to target
setting and prioritisation through group stakeholder engagement.

3.5. Post Operational Evaluation (POE) for Functionality and
Effectiveness
POE provides an effective tool for supporting learning in addition to helping to identify any corrective measures/ improvements that may be required.
Providing a common structure to project objectives with the GSL Champion will
support a more controlled and productive form of POE that can be used to provide
continuous learning. The development of a common structure for POE is an area
of development for the GSL policy.
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The GSL Process Map allocates responsibility to the GSL Champion to develop
the POE Plan; timing, format, who and how to implement.
The purpose of POE in the context of Functionality and Effectiveness is to;
Establish how well the asset enables the users and operators to achieve 		
the required performance outcomes.
Identify any corrective action required including fine tuning/further commis		
sioning of engineering control systems.
Act as the information source to optimise the required performance tar		
gets with the actual performance as quickly as possible.
The POE should adopt the evaluation methodology already adopted by the department. This should be the method used by the department to meet its requirement
to test and optimise the performance of constructed assets. The format should be
standardised within the department as a minimum and aligned with the required
performance outcomes and targets.
There are many approaches available to test functionality and effectiveness some
of which have been shown below;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design Quality Indicators
Building in Use Studies
PROBE
BRE Design Quality Method
Leesman Operational Surveys
IPD Property Benchmarking Service
Building Performance Evaluation

Note the above does not attempt to be an all inclusive list.
The choice of POE survey systems should initially be co-ordinated within each department. As GSL and BIM develop, it may be possible to standardise a common
approach across all Government Departments. At this stage, GSL does not have
a preferred methodology.

Publication date: April 2013
This document is available for download at http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/reports

